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and the most features at half the cost!

www.patroleyes.com

USB Cable

USB Wall Charger

USB Car Charger

Drop-in Charging Cradle

Metal Swivel Body Clip

User Manual 1 Year Manufacturer Warranty

PE-MAX

ADVANCEDFEATURES
2K HIGH DEFINITION With the ability to record in crystal clear 
HD 2K video, this camera's wide angle view will record every 
detail
HIGH CAPACITY BATTERY Comes with a built in lithium-ion 
battery that allows for recording of up to 14 hours or on 
standby for 18 hours
HEAVY DUTY CASING Weather resistant and drop proof up to 
10 feet
PRE AND POST EVENT RECORDING Record video 15 seconds 
prior or after each event
BUILT-IN GPS Stamps GPS location on video files and can be 
viewed on maps with the included software
INCLUDED CHARGING STATION The drop-in charging station 
allows you to charge your camera and transfer data
WATERPROOF With a waterproof rating of IP66, your camera 
will be safe from any accidental spills or splashes

LARGE STORAGE SPACE Comes with 64GB or 32GB of 
storage so you can record hours of footage
AUTO INFRARED Automatic night vision recording allows you 
to see up to 30ft in low light settings
SNAPSHOT FEATURE Allows you to capture photos while 
recording
TIME/DATE/ID STAMP Date and time stamp on every video 
with officer ID that can't be tampered with
DEVICE LOGGING When transferring videos the included files 
have their own unique device ID, log files and video/photo 
files organized into folders so you can easily find the evidence
PASSWORD PROTECTION Protect your camera’s data from 
unauthorized access 

PatrolEyes delivers superior quality, the longest battery life, 



ONE YEAR WARRANTY

PE-MAX

 CAMERA
Video Resolution 2K @ 30fps, 1080P @ 30fps, 720P @ 30/60fps, 480P 
@ 30fps
Video Format MOV
Field of View 140°
Camera 32 megapixel camera 
Camera Format JPEG
Snapshot Capture photos during video recording
Audio High-quality built-in microphone
Audio Format WAV
Night Vision Auto infrared
Night Vision Range Up to 32ft with visible face detection
Storage Capacity 64GB, 32GB
Video Storage Capacity 2K @ 30fps (1 hour of footage = 4.3GB), 1080P 
@ 30fps (1 hour of footage = 3.6GB), 720P @ 30fps (1 hour of footage = 
3.2GB), 720P @ 60fps (1 hour of footage = 3.6GB), 480P @ 30fps 
(1 hour of footage = 2.7GB)
Storage Level Visual indicator
One-Touch Recording Yes
Motion Detection Capable Yes
Status Indicators Audible, visual and vibration alert for record and stop
Time / Date Stamp Embedded on every video with user ID
Watermark Officer ID, date and time stamp embedded onto video
Fast Forward / Rewind Speeds 2x, 4x, 8x, 16x, 32x, 64x
Waterproof Up to 3ft depth
Camera Chipset AIT
Model PE-MAX

 BATTERY
Type Built-in 3200mAh lithium
Battery Life Up to 14 hours
Video battery Life 480P = 16.5 hours, 720P = 16 hours, 1080P = 15 
hours, 2K = 12.5 hours
Battery Level Visual indicator

 VIDEO / IMAGE REVIEW 
LCD Screen 2 inch TFT-LCD high-resolution color display
Audio Playback Yes
Video Transfer USB 2.0

 OTHERS
Unique ID Number  Includes 5 digit device ID and 6 digit police ID
Password Protect Yes - Can be enabled or disabled by the user
Photo Burst 1, 3, 5 Shot burst picture taking
Clip High quality metal clip with 360° rotation
Dimensions 79x56.9x26.6mm
Working Temperature  -40°C to 60°C
Weight 5.64oz

 ACCESSORIES
Standard
USB Cable, Car Charger, Wall Charger, Manual, Metal Body Clip, Drop-in 
Charging Station, One Year Manufacturer Warranty
Optional
8 Camera Docking Station, Management Software, Advanced Cloud 
Storage, Magnet Mounts, Protection Plus

CAMERASPECS

PATROLEYES P O Box 709 Ada, MI 49301 616-258-6315 sales@patroleyes.com
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Live stream over any WiFi network!

www.patroleyes.com

USB Cable

USB Wall Charger

USB Car Charger

Drop-in Charging Cradle

Metal Swivel Body Clip

User Manual 1 Year Manufacturer Warranty

ADVANCEDFEATURES
HIGH DEFINITION  With the ability to record in crystal clear HD 
video, this camera's wide angle view will record every detail
ONE TOUCH OPERATION  Simply press the video button to 
start recording
BUILT-IN WIFI  Connect any smart phone to the cameras WiFi 
to start/stop recordings remotely and view saved files to the 
cameras memory
LIVE STREAMING OVER WIFI  View real time 720p HD video 
with audio when you connect your camera to any WiFi network
ELECTRONIC IMAGE STABILIZATION (EIS)  Allows you to 
achieve clear, steady images even when the camera is shaking
ADVANCED ENCRYPTION (AES)  Ensures protection of data 
while recording or live streaming
HIGH CAPACITY BATTERY  Comes with a built in lithium-ion 
battery that allows for recording of up to 12 hours in 1080p
BUILT-IN GPS  Stamps GPS location on video files and can be 
viewed on maps with the included software
PRE AND POST EVENT RECORDING  Pre-record up to 2 
minutes in 720p and 480p; and up to 1 minute in 1080p
INCLUDED CHARGING STATION  The drop-in charging station 
allows you to charge your camera and transfer data

WATERPROOF  With a waterproof rating of IP67, your camera 
will be safe from any accidental spills or splashes
LARGE STORAGE SPACE  Comes with 64GB of storage so you 
can record hours of footage 
HEAVY DUTY CASING  Durable performance in any environment
AUTO INFRARED  Automatic night vision recording allows you to 
see up to 32ft in low light settings
SNAPSHOT FEATURE  Allows you to capture photos while 
recording
TIME/DATE/ID STAMP  Date and time stamp on every video 
with officer ID that can't be tampered with
DEVICE LOGGING  When transferring videos the included files 
have their own unique device ID, log files and video/photo files 
organized into folders so you can easily find the evidence
PASSWORD PROTECTION  Protect your camera’s data from 
unauthorized access 

Our most advanced camera ever! 

RECOMMENDEDACCESSORY
KLICK FAST MAGNET MOUNT



 CAMERA
Video Resolution 1080p @ 30fps, 720p @ 30fps, 480p @ 30fps 
Video Format MP4
Field of View 140°
Camera 32 megapixel camera 
Camera Format JPEG
Snapshot Capture photos during video recording
Photo Burst 1, 3, 5 Shot burst picture taking
Audio High-quality built-in microphone
Night Vision Auto infrared
Night Vision Range Up to 32ft with visible face detection
EIS 6 axis electronic image stabilization
WiFi Built-in dual band
GPS Built-in
Storage Capacity 64GB
Storage Capacity 1080p @ 30fps (1 hour of footage = 5.2GB), 720p @ 
30fps (1 hour of footage = 3.6GB), 480p @ 30fps (1 hour of footage = 
1.8GB)
Storage Level Visual indicator
One-Touch Recording Yes
Status Indicators Audible, visual and vibration alert for record and stop
Time / Date Stamp Embedded on every video with user ID
Watermark Officer ID, date and time stamp embedded onto video
Waterproof IP67
Camera Chipset Ambarella A12
Model PE-DV10-PRO

 BATTERY
Type Built-in 3200mAh lithium
Battery Life Up to 12 hours in 1080p
Video battery Life 1080p = up to 12 hours, 720p = up to 13 hours,
480p = up to 15 hours (11 hours with WiFi and GPS on)
Battery Level Visual indicator
 VIDEO / IMAGE REVIEW 
Video Transfer USB C-Port
 OTHERS
Unique ID Number  Includes 5 digit device ID and 6 digit police ID
Password Protect Yes 
Clip High quality metal clip with 360° rotation
Dimensions 81.5x58x23.7mm 
Working Temperature  -20°C to 55°C 
Weight 5.5 ounces 
 ACCESSORIES
Standard
USB Cable, Car Charger, Wall Charger, Manual, Metal Body Clip, 
Drop-in Charging Station, One Year Manufacturer Warranty
Optional
8 Camera Docking Station, Management Software, Advanced Cloud 
Storage, Klick Fast Mounts, Magnet Mounts, Protection Plus

CAMERASPECS
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PatrolEyes delivers superior quality, the longest battery life, 
and the most features at half the cost!

www.patroleyes.com

USB Cable
USB Wall Charger

USB Car Charger
Drop-in Charging Cradle

Metal Body Clip
User Manual 1 Year Manufacturer Warranty

ADVANCEDFEATURES
ONE TOUCH RECORDING  While in standby mode or turned 
off, simply press the record button on the camera to start 
recording. LED indicators and vibration alerts will notify you 
when recording has started or stopped.
1296P SUPER HD VIDEO + WDR  With the ability to record 
in crystal clear 1296p video. WDR (wide dynamic range) will 
optimize the quality and increase the level of detail in both 
bright and dark areas.
32 MEGAPIXEL CAMERA  Features a 32MP camera with a 
burst shot option of 3 or 5 photos, the built-in memory can 
store thousands of high quality images instantly. Pictures can 
also be taken while the camera is recording.
WIDE FIELD OF VIEW  Record every detail with this camera's 
140° wide angle view.
CHARGING STATION  The drop-in charging cradle utilizes 
specialized pogo pin contacts that outperform other 
connection types.  Charge and transfer data simulataneously.
LIGHT WEIGHT  Only 3.7 ounces.

PRE AND POST EVENT RECORDING  Allows you to record 
videos 30 seconds prior (in 1080p mode) to the point when 
you press record, so you never miss a moment.
HEAVY DUTY CASING  Durable performance in any 
evnironment. Drop proof up to 10 feet and waterproof up to 
3 feet. 1/4" thread built in for many mounting options.
LARGE STORAGE SPACE  32GB of storage space (64GB 
special order).
AUTO INFRARED  Automatic night vision recording allows 
you to see up to 32ft in pitch black conditions.
TIME/DATE/ID STAMP  Password protected date and time 
stamp option on every video with officer ID that can't be 
tampered with.
DEVICE LOGGING  When transferring videos the included 
files have their own unique device ID, log files, and 
video/photo files organized into folders so you can easily find 
the evidence you need.

WIFISC-DV10



ONE YEAR WARRANTY

 CAMERA
Video Resolution Modes 2560x1080p@30fps, 2304x1296p@30fps, 
1920x1080p@30fps, 1440x1080p@30fps, 1280x720p@60fps,
1280x720p@30fps, 848x480p@60fps, 848x480p@30fps
Video Format .MOV
Video Optimization WDR (wide dynamic range)
Photo Format .JPG
Storage Capacity 32GB installed  (64GB special order)
Field of View 140°
Night Vision Auto infrared capable
Night Vision Range Up to 32ft with visible face detection
Motion Detection Capable Yes
Waterproof IP67
Time and Date Stamp Embedded on every video with user ID
Video Storage 1080p@30fps (1 hour of footage=4.3GB)
720p@30/60fps (1 hour of footage=3.7GB) 480p@30/60fps (1 hour of 
footage=2.3GB)
Camera Chipset Ambarella A7
 BATTERY
Type Removable 3200mAh battery
Battery Life Up to 8.5 hours
Video battery Life 480P = 10 hours, 720P = 8.5 hours, 1080P = 7 hours
Battery Level Visual indicator

 

 OTHERS
Unique ID Number Includes 6 digit device ID, 6 digit police ID, time/date
Password Protect Set an administrator password to allow deletion via 
software. User can only view the videos but cannot delete it
Photo Burst 1, 3, 5 Shot burst picture taking
Clip High quality metal clip with 360° rotation
Dimensions 3.0315x2.2x.86 inches 
Working Temperature  -40°C to 60°C
Weight 3.7 ounces
 VIDEO/IMAGE REVIEW
Video/Audio Playback Via smartphone app (iOS/Android) or PC
Video Transfer USB 2.O 
 ACCESSORIES
Standard
USB Cable, Car USB Charger, Wall Charger, Manual, Metal Body Clip, 
Drop-in Charging Cradle, One Year Manufacturer Warranty
Optional
PatrolEyes 8 camera docking station, PatrolEyes camera management 
software with auto upload feature, PatrolEyes cloud storage & backup, 
PatrolEyes online evidence mangement suite with video redaction,
PatrolEyes protection plus program, PatrolEyes magnet mount clip

CAMERASPECS

PATROLEYES P O Box 709 Ada, MI 49301 616-258-6315 sales@patroleyes.com

WIFISC-DV10
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PatrolEyes delivers superior quality, the longest battery life, 
and the most features at half the cost!

www.patroleyes.com

SC-DV7

ONE TOUCH RECORDING While in standby mode or turned off, simply 
press the record button on the camera to start recording (when record 
mode is set to auto). LED indicators and audio alerts (can be disabled) 
will notify you when recording has started or stopped.
1296P HIGH DEFINITION The SC-DV7 allows you to record in up to 
1296p HD, as well as 1080p in up to 45fps and 720p in up to 60fps. 
Paired with the camera's wide angle view, you will capture every detail.
EXTENDED BATTERY LIFE Record for 6.5 hours in full 1080p resolu-
tion on a single charge!
32 MEGAPIXEL CAMERA Features a 32MP camera with a burst shot 
option of 5, 10, or 20 photos, the built-in memory can store thousands 
of high quality images instantly. Snap pictures while the camera is 
recording as well.
PRE AND POST EVENT RECORDING Allows you to record videos up to 
1 minute prior or 10 seconds after the point when you press record, so 
you never miss a moment.
MULTIPLE NIGHT VISION OPTIONS Built in infrared LEDs can be 
turned on or off with the push of a button. Record up to 30 feet in pitch 
black with the infrareds activated or disable them for covert low light 
recording while still in night vision mode.
MULTIPLE FIRMWARE OPTIONS Allows you to manage your camera in 
multiple modes -- choose between our password protected version or 
non-password protected version firmware.

MOTION DETECTION RECORDING Allows for recording whenever the 
camera detects motion so you never miss the action.
WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL Allows for recording audio and video 
or taking photos without ever needing to touch the camera. Remote 
has 3 easy to use buttons and a key ring for easy mounting to your belt 
or keys.
INCLUDED CHARGING STATION  The drop-in charging station allows 
for easy charging of the camera.
TIME / DATE / ID STAMP Date and time stamp option on every video 
with officer ID, which can't be tampered with. Can also be password 
protected.
EXTERNAL VIEWING The 2.5" color LCD screen with built in speaker 
allows you to view video and audio recordings instantly. AV out port and 
a micro HDMI port allow for viewing data on a larger screen.
DEVICE LOGGING When transferring videos the included files have 
their own unique device ID, log files, and video/photo files organized 
into folders so you can easily find the evidence you need!
WALKIE TALKIE (PTT FUNCTION) The PTT function with compatible 
cable allows you to replace your shoulder microphone so you can 
connect the PatrolEyes HD to your walkie talkie. View our list of PTT 
walkie talkie compatible models.
HEAVY DUTY CASING Waterproof up to 3 feet and drop proof up to 6 
feet!



ONE YEAR WARRANTY

SC-DV7

CAMERA
Video Resolution 2560×1080 (30fps 21:9) 2304×1296 (30fps 16:9) 
1920×1080 (30fps 16:9) 1920×1080 (45fps 16:9) 1280×720 
(60fps 16:9)1280×720 (30fps 16:9) 848×480 (30fps 16:9)
Video Format H.264 MPEG-4 (.mp4)
Field of View 170° (wide angle)
Camera 32 megapixel camera 
Camera Format JPEG
Snapshot Capture photos during video recording
Audio High-quality built-In microphone
Audio Format WAV
Night Vision Manual
Night Vision Range Extends visibility up to 30 feet with infrareds on
Storage Capacity 64GB
Video Storage Capacity 1080p: 1 hour = 3GB, 720p: 1 hour = 1.6GB, 
480p: 1 hour = 1.1GB
Storage Level Visual indicator
One-Touch Recording Yes
Motion Detection Capable Yes
PTT Can connect to different types of radios
Status Indicators Audible, visual, and vibration alert for record and stop
Time / Date Stamp Embedded on every video with user ID
Watermark Officer ID, date and time stamp embedded onto video
Fast Forward / Rewind Speeds 2x, 4x, 8x
Waterproof IP67
Model SC-DV7

BATTERY
Type Built-in 2650mAh battery
Battery Life Up to 12 hours
Video battery Life 480P = 8 hours, 720P = 7.25 hours, 1080P = 6.5 
hours
Battery Level Visual indicator

VIDEO / IMAGE REVIEW 
LCD Screen 2.5” TFT LCD high-resolution color display
Audio Playback Yes
Video Transfer USB 2.0

OTHERS
Unique ID Number / Units Includes 5 digit device ID and 6 digit police ID
Password Protect Set an administrator password to allow deletion via 
software. User can only view the videos but cannot delete it
Photo Burst 1, 5, 10, 20 Shot burst picture taking
Clip High quality metal clip with 360° rotation
Dimensions 77x56x28mm
Working Temperature  -40-60°C
Weight 128 g 

INCLUDEDITEMS
USB Cable

USB Wall Charger

USB Car Charger

Drop-in Charging Station

Metal Swivel Body Clip

Wireless Remote Control

User Manual

1 Year Manufacturer Warranty

CAMERASPECS
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PatrolEyes delivers superior quality, the longest battery life, 

TRUE 1296P HD  Capture crystal clear wide angle detail
REMOVABLE BATTERY  Easily swapped 6 hour battery 
BUILT IN GPS  Shows GPS location while viewing video with 
included video viewing software 
INCLUDED CHARGING STATION  The drop-in charging station 
allows charging of both an extra battery and the camera 
simultaneously 
MOTION DETECTION  Comes with motion detection feature to 
allow for recording only when something happens
WATERPROOF  Waterproof up to 3ft
LARGE STORAGE SPACE Options up to 64GB
AUTO INFRARED  Automatic night vision recording
TIME/DATE/ID STAMP  Date and time stamp option on every 
video with officer ID that can't be tampered with. Can also be 
password protected

33 MEGAPIXEL CAMERA  Capture images while recording
EXTERNAL VIEWING  Built in LCD, micro HDMI and AV out
ONE TOUCH OPERATION  Simply press the video button to 
start recording
LASER POINTER  Pinpoint objects for best positioning
PTT WALKIE TALKIE FUNCTION  Connects to your 2-way 
radio and replaces your shoulder speaker mic
MULTIPLE FIRMWARE OPTIONS  Allows you to manage your 
camera in multiple modes. Choose between our password 
protected version or non password protected version 
firmware.
DEVICE LOGGING  When transferring videos the included 
files have their own unique device ID, log files, and 
video/photo files organized into folders so you can easily find 
the evidence you need

and the most features at half the cost!

www.patroleyes.com

USB Cable

USB Wall Charger

USB Car Charger

Drop-in Charging Station

Metal Body Clip

Lithium Battery

User Manual

1 Year Manufacturer Warranty

PE-DV5-2

ADVANCEDFEATURES



ONE YEAR WARRANTY

PE-DV5-2

 CAMERA
Video Resolution 1080P @ 30fps, 720P @ 60fps, 480P @ 30fps, 480P 
@ 60fps
Video Format MP4
Field of View 170°
Camera 33 megapixel camera 
Camera Format JPEG
Snapshot Capture photos during video recording
Audio High-quality built-In microphone
Audio Format WAV
Night Vision Auto infrared
Night Vision Range Up to 32ft with visible face detection
Storage Capacity 32 or 64GB
Video Storage Capacity 1080p @ 30fps (1 hour of footage = 5GB), 720p 
@ 60fps (1 hour of footage = 3.6GB), 480p @ 30/60fps (1 hour of 
footage = 2.1GB)
Storage Level Visual indicator
One-Touch Recording Yes
Motion Detection Capable Yes
PTT Can connect to different types of radios
Status Indicators Audible, visual, and vibration alert for record and stop
Time / Date Stamp Embedded on every video with user ID
Watermark Officer ID, date and time stamp embedded onto video
Fast Forward / Rewind Speeds 2x, 4x, 8x
Waterproof Up to 3ft depth
Camera Chipset Ambarella A7
Model PE-DV5-2

 BATTERY
Type Removable 1950mAh battery
Battery Life Up to 6 hours
Video battery Life 480P = 5.6 hours, 720P = 5 hours, 1080P = 4 hours
Battery Level Visual indicator
 VIDEO / IMAGE REVIEW 
LCD Screen 2 inch TFT-LCD high-resolution color display
Audio Playback Yes
Video Output HDMI 1.3 Port
Video Transfer USB 2.0
 OTHERS
Unique ID Number / Units Includes 5 digit device ID and 6 digit police ID
Password Protect Set an administrator password to allow deletion via 
software. User can only view the videos but cannot delete it
Photo Burst 1, 3, 5 Shot burst picture taking
Clip High quality metal clip with 360° rotation
Dimensions 3.3 x 2.4 x 1.2 inch
Working Temperature  -40°C to 60°C
Weight 163g
 ACCESSORIES
Standard
USB Cable, Car Charger, Wall Charger, Manual, Metal Body Clip, Drop-in 
Charging Station, Lithium Battery, One Year Manfacturer Warranty
Optional
Docking Station, Management Software, Cloud Storage

CAMERASPECS
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Unlimited file storage for all of your body camera footage and evidence.

Using TLS 1.2 and AES encryption we are able ensure your data is safe and can never 
be viewed without the proper authorization. Our solution is completely CJIS 
compliant.

Assign case IDs, tags and descriptions to any file. Data can be searched by file name, 
officer, case ID, custom tags and keywords.

Our built-in redaction platform features automatic detection and redaction of faces 
or objects from video files.

Multiple user types with customizable permissions allows for the flexibility of users 
managing their own evidence, while keeping the evidence in a clear chain of custody 
without the fear of deletion.

Upload evidence from a PC or your squad car using WiFi or your 4G cellular service.

Share evidence with your colleagues easily and securely using the built in sharing 
system.

Our system analyzes each file that is uploaded and assigns a unique SHA256 to allow 
users to compare file authenticity in case of attempted evidence tampering.

Our system allows you to mark files that will need to be held for a custom set amount 
of time otherwise after a custom set time the files will be automatically removed.

Works with all of our PatrolEyes cameras both new and old.

P O Box 709 
Ada, MI 49301 
616-258-6315 

sales@patroleyes.com
www.patroleyes.com

support

releases

SECURE

SIMPLE

SMART

CLOUD STORAGE
ADVANCED

PE-CLOUD
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Basic:

Advanced:

P E - D E M S

Digital Evidence Management Software

Compatible with all PatrolEyes cameras

Advanced user permissions

Upload from multiple cameras simultaneously

Local storage

Chain of custody

Custom data retention periods

export, or delete data.
Software PlansFeatures

TRANSFER MANAGE

STORE





Epaulette Mount
This sturdy leather epaulette shoulder mount 
connects seamlessly to your PatrolEyes camera 
using the camera's built in mounting system. 
This mount is not only tough, but is very reliable. 
With this mount you can be sure you capture the 
footage you need.

Magnet Mount Clip
Make sure that you will not lose your camera in 
a scuffle! With heavy duty magnets, just 
replace the original alligator clip with the new 
modified magnet mount clip. The magnets on 
the back of the clip attach to a magnet strip 
inside your vest that securely attaches your 
camera to your vest.

Covert Button Camera
This is a 65° narrow field of view button camera 
kit for PatrolEyes cameras. Includes 4 different 
size buttons that will easily fit on the camera. 
Also includes buttons for your shirt. 

Suction Cup Mount
This powerful suction pad attaches to any smooth, 
flat non-porous surface! The mount is heavy duty 
and has a full range of motion. It is made of hard 
plastic, and is easy to install! The mount slides into 
the existing clip mechanism.

Metal Alligator Clip
This is an original replacement metal alligator 
clip for your PatrolEyes camera.

PatrolEyes  P O Box 709 Ada, MI 49301  616-258-6315  sales@patroleyes.com  www.patroleyes.com
© PATROLEYES 2018

Accessories  Software    Add-ons 

 O F F I C I A L

Protection Plus Program

Before you drop, scratch, damage, spill on, or break a button - get the PatrolEyes 
Protection Plus Program. With full coverage for issues with your camera such as 
electrical malfunctions, broken zoom or SD card reader failure, you are fully covered. 
With our coverage, your camera is protected for accidents caused by you or others. We 
will repair your PatrolEyes camera within 5 business days. 

PatrolEyes Automatic Video Redaction Software

Our PatrolEyes video redaction software is the fastest redaction software out there! With our simple web interface and 
automatic face detection our software will save you hours of time. No more need to go though videos frame by frame and 
apply a crude black box. Our professional software is compatible with all major file formats! Simply upload your file to the 
website, select face detection and let the software do the rest! You can also select an object such as a credit card, license plate 
or sign in the video and our software will select and follow that object. Body redaction is also available that will automatically 
detect a person and redact the whole person. Audio redaction is also possible and easy. Contact us for a free demo.

Klick Fast Mount Adapter
This is a replacement camera adapter for our 
PatrolEyes Klick Fast mounting system. NOTE: 
Please select the correct camera model as the 
adapter pictured may not be correct for your 
model camera.

Klick Fast Magment Mount
This quick release clip mounting system will help 
ensure your PatrolEyes police body camera stays 
exactly where you put it! The PatrolEyes Klick 
Fast magnet mount ensures that you will not 
lose your camera in a scuffle! With heavy duty 
magnets, just replace the original alligator clip 
with the new modified magnet mount and you 
can rest assured that you will not lose your 
camera. The magnets on the front plate of the 
mount attach to a magnets on the back plate 
that is inside your vest or shirt.

Klick Fast Epaulette 

Mount
This quick release PatrolEyes Klick Fast leather 
epaulette shoulder mount clip mounting 
system will help ensure your PatrolEyes police 
body camera stays exactly where you put it! 
This sturdy leather epaulette shoulder mount 
connects seamlessly to your PatrolEyes police 
body camera using the Klick Fast camera 
adapter. This mount is not only tough but is 
very reliable and you can be sure you capture 
the footage you need.

Klick Fast Molle Mount
 This quick release clip mounting system will 
ensure your PatrolEyes police body camera stays 
exactly where you put it! The PatrolEyes Klick Fast 
molle strap mount ensures that you will not lose 
your camera in a scuffle! Simply replace the 
original alligator clip with the new modified 
molle strap mount and you can rest assured that 
you will not lose your camera. The straps on the 
mount will wrap around your molle or other 
mounting point then snap closed, giving you a 
light weight and secure hold.

Drop Lock Mount
This quick release clip mounting system will 
ensure your PatrolEyes police body camera stays 
exactly where you put it! Light weight and simple 
to use, a user can quickly lock in or release the 
PatrolEyes body camera from the mount that is 
securely attached to your uniform or molle 
mount.

Lanyard 
This is a lanyard for your PatrolEyes camera to 
securely attach it to your uniform or vest.

Removable Battery
Use this battery for your PatrolEyes to keep 
you recording for several more hours! 

8 Camera Docking Station
The PatrolEyes docking station can charge and 
transfer data from up to 8 cameras 
simultaneously. Using the PatrolEyes Digital 
Evidence Management Software (DEMS) and 
docking station you can automatically upload 
all files to a PC or the PatrolEyes cloud with one 
click! Once the files are successfully transferred, 
DEMS will automatically delete all the files off 
the device. The docking station saves you 
valuable time and resources.

Chest Harness Mount
This chest harness mounting system will ensure 
your PatrolEyes camera stays exactly where you 
put it! Quickly strap this mount around your 
chest and shoulders to catch all of the activity in 
front of you. Simply screw the body camera 
adapter to the chest mount screw and your 
camera will be securely attached.

Carrying Case
Use this carrying case to protect and carry your 
PatrolEyes camera while not in use. Works with 
all of the full size PatrolEyes cameras.

Tripod Adapter
This 1/4" thread adapter is designed specifically 
for our PatrolEyes body cameras. The adapter 
attaches to the camera’s built in mount system 
and can then be threaded onto anything with a 
1/4" bolt.

Wide Angle Camera
This camera is perfect for officers who prefer to 
wear a lightweight camera and attach the 
PatrolEyes body camera to their belt instead. 
The camera has a 120° wide angle field of view 
which allows you to capture what you would 
normally see. 


